
The week that was: 30th Oct – 5th November  

Intro  

I thought I’d attempt to pull together some notes from the previous week’s racing. In the main this 

will focus on ‘notebook’ horses that caught my eye for one reason or another. Most of these horses 

will have either been qualifiers from within the Members’ posts, horses running in their races, or 

they will have been running in a 3m+ chase that I tipped in on the free posts. I may attempt to add 

some other thought of interest -  jockeys/trainers that caught my eye etc.   

* 

Handicappers to follow?  

(I won’t go into detail about their ideal profiles/conditions etc…these generally caught the eye based 

on how they ran in said race, and such detailed studying can take place when they crop up in future, 

on a race by race basis.. they are starting points, rather than ‘back next time out in X conditions’)  

Chasers 

28th Oct: 2.00 Cheltenham 

(I could be wrong but I have a hunch this race could work out well. In hindsight it could be argued 

that Cogry was one of the few in the race who was here to win this. I suspect many in behind may 

have future targets/want further/will come on for the run and experience. A race to track. Maybe!)  

Vinconte Du Noyer – looked to be cruising into the 3 miler that Cogry won for us… ran into it well as 

they came down the hill, seemingly full of running. He flattened out a bit coming up the hill. He won 

last year’s Betvictor handicap chase (3m4f) at the November meeting and I wonder if this was a prep 

run for that. He ran as if he would come on for the run. He travels, jumps, is happy in a big field, and 

stays well. He has more decent pots in him.  

Singlefarmpayment – a more obvious one who I suppose who won’t go unbaked NTO. He ran here 

as if needing the run. He is a bit of a hostage to fortune as he can be keen which means they hold 

him up, further back than ideal for me. He will always need the leaders to stop but does have a turn 

of foot. He should have a handicap chase in him from this mark.  

Doing Fine – looks like he’s being aimed at something and again may not go unmissed. This was an 

eye-catching run for one that needs 3m4f+ . He is clearly in form and when turning up over a trip, 

with a big field, in a race run at a solid pace, he looks a danger. This was a decent run. Maybe the 

London National (neck 2nd last year) at Sandown in early December is the target.  

Robinsfirth – I promise I won’t mention all horses in this race! This horse looked a unit through my tv 

and has a big frame to fill into. For one so lightly raced/inexperienced, this was a decent effort. He 

ran as if he may come on for it but generally jumped and travelled well. He looked like getting 

involved turning for home before fading out a tad. He must have a race or two in him from this 

mark. Knowing he handles the Old Course is always useful!  

Bells N Banjos – the final one from this race who really caught the eye, staying on strongly up the 

hill, admittedly past some beaten horses. But, having been outpaced a fair way out he stuck to his 

task admirably. He looks like he has a C2 staying handicap in him. Maybe running over further will 

unlock more, or he needs softer ground over this sort of trip. It was only the fifth chase run of his life 

and first run of the season. Promising.  



* 

Petite Power – (27.10.17, 16.20 Chelts) – I thought this was a staying chase run of some promise, 

this one having only his fifth chase start also. A big field over 3m+ around Cheltenham is quite a test 

for one so inexperienced and I thought he ran with credit. He was another, much like his stablemate 

above, who got outpaced but kept responding for pressure and ran all the way up the hill through 

the line. He was doing his best work late. Like a few of these on seasonal reappearance maybe he hit 

a fitness flat spot, before getting a second wind. He may be worth a go over 3m4 just to see if that 

unlocks more. He is a tricky one to work out but maybe galloping/stiff tracks will be the making of 

him. They didn’t go much of a pace here either- the winner always in 1st/2nd dictating.  

* 

Boric – (2.11.17, 15.10 Sedge) – this staying chaser has been in the form of his life in 2017 and 

deserves to get his head in front sooner rather than later. He got done on the line on seasonal 

reappearance at Carlisle and was a staying on second in this Durham National. The winner got first 

run, probably had a bit in hand, and did it well enough. But he ran his race again, staying on all the 

way to the line. An extra furlong/longer run in/stiffer finish may have seen him win this. I think they 

should have run him closer to the pace. In any case he is versatile as to ground it seems and this 

extended 3m is what he wants. He should continue to run his races. He travelled and jumped 

superbly in this. They should try and make all and burn off the oppo from the front!  

* 

Rock Gone - (4.11.17, 15.25 Ascot) – he travelled/jumped well here at Ascot where they all 

seemingly bumped into one. This was his fifth chase start and his first run of the season. He was 

unfancied here and ran as if he would come on for it. 3m clearly suits him. He handled good ground 

no problem (or whatever going this was!) but there is a question over soft or worse, in open 

company. His novice form suggests it should be fine but that can be deceptive. (class/ability, rather 

than ability to handle conditions, more important) He could have a nice staying pot in him also. 

* 

Two Smokin Barrels – (5.11.17, 14.30 Carl) – Harry The Viking won this chase, what a horse. The 

result/placed horses suggest this was very tiring ground where the emphasis on stamina was 

paramount. Plenty in here were struggling a long way out, including my two fancies. This one 

travelled into this well I thought, looking like getting involved. In the ended she faded out of it after 

the second last. It was her first run of the season and she was weak in the market. It was also further 

than she had tried before, at a track with a stiff finish. I would be interested in her in the immediate 

future. She handles mud and looks a stayer of promise. There could be more to come this year. She 

may just be a C3 horse, but a chance she could win a C2 somewhere. The going for this race was 

officially ‘good to soft’, I don’t think it was that at all. Sticky/holding/testing.  

Topper Thornton - (5.11.17, 14.30 Carl) – ran in the same race above on stable debut for Alex Hales. 

Won’t go unnoticed next time given he came second – but he ran as if very well handicapped. I say 

that as he was held up last in this and as they turned for home he passed everything and jumped the 

last upsides old Harry. I have a slight niggle about his temperament as I think he hit the front 

here/could have won, but was outbattled rather than out-stayed. Harry likes winning, head down, 

not today Topper. But the way he moved from last to second was worth a mention. On this basis 

you’d think he had a C3 in him, unless this was a flash in the pan.  

* 



Beau Du Brizais – (2.11.17, 16.20 Strat) – this one was an ES qualifier for us and was arguably 

unlucky (to a point) not to take the prize at 10/1. This was only his second chase start having fallen 

LTO when going backwards at the time. Understandably they were patient here but at a crucial time 

he was hampered. He lost a few lengths and had to spend some time getting back into it. He was 

being held up at the time but was starting to creep closer. The winner made all and dictated the 

pace. BDB did his best to close up the straight but couldn’t get to the winner in time. He jumped 

better here in this C4 and you’d hope Hobbs can find him a race. It could be he prefers tighter tracks. 

He has won hurdles races at Taunton and maybe they will look for something there. He may not be 

much of a price next time but he is unexposed in this sphere. It may be that he needs to come down 

a few pounds but a repeat of this run would win him the odd race.  

* 

Hurdlers 

4.11.17, 15.00 Ascot (William Hill Handicap Hurdle, Listed)  

This race may be worth following, we shall see, but a couple caught the eye… 

Verdana Blue – this unexposed handicapper was making his seasonal reappearance for Nicky 

Henderson here and ran well. He was sent off the joint fav but having travelled into it well seemingly 

didn’t find much at the business end. He ran as if he would come on plenty for the run. It could be 

that he wants further now also. One to watch. He travels well and should have a nice race in him 

somewhere.  

Midnight Maestro – it can pay to take note of an unexposed handicapper in the green and gold- 

they must have a plan! Well, they may not, but this was a promising run for another unexposed 

type. He travelled into this well and wasn’t given a hard time when he started to paddle a bit – I 

suspect he is another who will come on for the run. His better form has also been with cut and he 

may have found this lively enough (a possible reason why he didn’t pick up). I like how he travelled 

into this and no doubt he is ahead of his mark.  

* 

That’s it for horses that caught my eye in races I watched closely in the last week. In general I have 

focussed on horses that travelled well and may come on for the run. Or who may perform better 

over longer trips/different ground/tracks etc. The idea IS NOT to  back these blindly on their next 

few starts – hopefully it is just useful info to add to the pot when analysing their chances/looking at 

races they may appear in.  

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tom Cannon 

I couldn’t help but note that he rode another winner for Alan King at the weekend, in that William 

Hill Hurdle above. After plenty of grafting around the likes of Plumpton and Fontwell, usually 

scrubbing along a recalcitrant Chris Gordon handicapper, he appears to be getting the chances he 

deserves. I think he is underrated.  

In the last year… (2017-)  

• Alan King 

• All runners 

• 12/1 or shorter SP 

26 bets / 7 wins / 16 places / 27% sr / +12 SP / +19 BFSP / AE 1.27  

In 2016 he was 4/30,11p and the stats may be starting to suggest that he is improving as a rider 

and/or Alan King is putting him on better horses/those with more of a chance.  

Of some interest… on Saturdays… 

6/24,11p, +13 … all runners to date ever  

In 2017 on Saturdays, with the rules above… 5/11,8p… weekends (Sat+Sun)… 6/14,10p, +22 SP  

In 2017 those sent off bigger than 12/1 are 0/11,1p, so something to keep an eye on.  

This could be an ‘under the radar’ partnership to keep an eye on, especially at weekends/Saturdays 

when there are more demands for all jockeys and better races to target etc.  

I personally didn’t think of him as an ‘Alan King Jockey’, (ie you look at his name and assume 

someone else must have had the chance to ride)- this is clearly nonsense but I suspect I am not the 

only one who may have thought such things, which may keep the prices of his mounts bigger than 

they should be. Maybe he is the natural replacement for Hutchinson in time.  

Anyway, an angle to keep an eye on.  

* 

One final thought… 

I’m a firm believer that inside information is nonsense, especially when it comes to horses that have 

a decent chance on the day. A trainer knows what they have and what they have worked against. 

Judging the oppo they face on the day is a much harder task.  

No doubt you will have seen the David Evans story this week. I don’t wish to drone on about rule 4 

manipulation and the role of Ladbrookes etc- many others have and will write about that, and be 

much more informed.  

But I would note the following… Evans thought his horse had a great chance. He backed him - 6k on 

the nose to win. He told his owners to lump on. The horse finished 4th.  

Ignoring the obvious transgressions about the R4 etc, for me it shows what a great puzzle this game 

is and not even those who train the horses know exactly how they are going to perform, even when 

the ‘money is down’.  For Ladbrookes to accept a 6k bet from him may say plenty about his punting 

record! 


